INTRODUCTION
Valiant's algorithm [2] , to solve the wordproblem for contextfree languages uses a procedure to détermine the transitive closure of a strictly upper triangular matrix. The crucial point of his approach is to design this procedure even in the case, where the product opération is non-associative. His algorithm uses several propositions on dividing a matrix into certain submatrices to obtain the transitive closure by recursiveness. One of these propositions, which is in fact the essential part of the correetness-proof, seems to be very hard to prove.
The reader may consult Harrison [1] , where an elaborated version is given. We shall show that a real simple-minded proof can be given. 
PRELIMINAIRES
We consider an algebraic structure with two opérations + and *. With respect to the addition (R, +) is a semilattice, this means, we assume the following axiomes:
(Al) (Associativity):
(A2) (Commutativity):
(A3) (Idempotence):
(A4) (Neutral element). There exists OeM with:
As usual we introducé a partial ordering by: (A5) (Absorption):
x S y o x+y=y.
With respect to the multiplication we assume: (A6) (Distributivity):
and: (A7) (Zero-element):
By our axioms, multiplication and addition are monotonous opérations: (A8):
xi^y&u^v => X*M ^y * v.
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Infonnatics and Applications
By A'H, n (R) we dénote the set of (n, n)-matrices A over R. By transfering the opérations +, * in the usual way to matrices, M n " (R) again fulfills ail our axions. Especially, matrix product is defined by:
(1 èijè n).
A matrix AeM n "(R) is strictly upper triangular (AeM* n (R)) if and only if:
if Especially, the null-matrix 0 containing only 0-entries, is a strictly upper triangular matrix; hence M n n (R) again fulfills our axioms.
Since associativity is not valid in gênerai, the définition of exponentation has to be altered. We define inductively for A e M n n (R):
The transitive closure of A is then defined by:
To assert existence, we assume the necessary completeness axiom for R. Since it is not necessary for M*"(R) we omit the details. We summarize some f acts on exponentiation. X=X*X+A.
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We claim that A* is the unique minimal solution of this équations. To show this, we prove that, if X is a solution then 
